
Staff holiday "booket" list!

Nancy Business by R. W. R. McDonald - really fun
light mystery set in a small rural river town in

Southland called 'Riverstone'

Bullet train by Isaka Kotaru - fast paced, twisty
action that also manages to be fun and quirky!

The house on the Cerulean Sea by T. J. Klune - a
fantasy book with the most eclectic characters

that leave you feeling like you've just read
something that soothes the soul...

Bullet train by Isaka Kotaru - fast paced, twisty
action that also manages to be fun and quirky!

 The vet from Snowy River by Stella Quinn
(romance)

 A summer wedding for the Cornish
midwife by Jo Bartlett

(romance)

 Something like this by Karly Lane
(romance)

 One minute out by Mark Greaney
(thriller)

 The family inheritance by Trisha Stringer
(general)

 Home fires by Fiona Lowe
(general)

 Last bridge before home by Lily Malone
(romance)

The happiest man on earth by Eddie Jaku
(non fiction 920 JAK)

 When things are alive they hum by
Hannah Brent

(general)

 The four winds by Kristin Hannah
(general)

 The hundred years of Lenni and Margo by
Marianne Cronin

(general)

Imposter: on booze, crippling self-doubt
and coming out the other side by Matt

Chisolm
(non fiction 920 CHI NZ)

 The first day of spring by Nancy Tucker
(suspense)

 Last one at the party by Bethany Cliff
(sci-fi)

 The midnight library by Matt Haig
(general)

 Honeybee by Craig Silvey
(general)

A BOOKA BOOKA BOOK

 The meaning of trees by Robert Vennell
(non fiction 582.16 NZ)

How to go plastic free: eco tips for busy
people by Caroline Jones

(non fiction 640)

 #Tumeke! by Michael Petherick
(children's fiction)

 The missing sister by Lucinda Riley
(general)

 A bitter veil by Libby Fischer Hellman
(eAudiobook on Libby)

One bright moon by Andrew Kwong
(non fiction 920 KWO)


